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Northern Ireland.
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Welcome!

It is hard to believe that this is now my 24th editorial
- 28th if you include our supplements - and that this
magazine is now two years old! The very first edition
was released on the 23rd February 2009, and I’ve
been completely blown away by how successful
and how much support it has been since then - for
something I thought would only run for three or four
short (Like 8 pages!) editions we must be doing pretty well to make this our 24th!
Since that first issue (the cover of which is pictured on the right) the magazine has quite literally
gone from strength to strength. Possibly the biggest
boost came when we ditched the awful pink colour
scheme in issue 6 (What was I thinking?!) for the
more appealing blue that still serves us today. This
time last year also saw our second major re-design
when we switched to this landscape format, and
further improvements have continued to be made
since!
Perhaps our biggest achievement of all though
came in September 2009, when we were just 7
months old. That was, of course, our ‘So Long Starr
Gate!’ tram tour in Blackpool, run in co-operation
with our friends over at British Trams Online, that
utilised Standard 147 on what became the very last
departure from the turning circle at Starr Gate, and
the last time that ‘traditional’ trams will reach the
terminus without restriction. Last month we featured
a number of photographs of Starr Gate as it is now,
and it is fair to say that it has changed considerably!
Indeed, we enjoyed running this tour so much
that we’ve decided we want to do another one
to mark the, err, second end to traditional trams in
Fleetwood, as well as providing an opportunity to
see off one of the most iconic classes of Blackpool
tram: the Progress Twin Car.
Whilst the final details are still to be announced, I can confirm that we have booked Twin
set 672/682 on Sunday 6th November - the last day
of the 2011 operating season - to operate a number
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Traffic Notes
of trips along the tramway between 11AM and
5.30PM, More information about this, as well as details on how to book tickets, can be found on page
34 - we would love you to join us!
The big news this time round is the departure
of Sheffield 513 from Blackpool, where it has been
resident since 2001. The tram, which can be seen on
our front cover, departed the resort for its new home
at the East Anglian Transport Museum on the 16th
February, following the announcement last month
that the Museum was to become its new home. This
is the latest tram to depart Blackpool, and like all of
the previous departures we’ve got full coverage on
page 4!
This month also sees us reveal the winner of our
‘Great Blackpool Tram Poll’, which we have been
running on our Unofficial Blackpool Tramway 125
website since September. This was a quest to find
out what the all-time greatest class of Blackpool
tram is and, whilst the winner and runners-up were
not particularly surprising, the voting margins were!
The full results and analysis can be seen starting on
page 11.
Elsewhere this month, we continue our look at
the UK’s preserved horse cars, and have more news
and photographs from the Isle of Man - a once
fairly-neglected tram system has suddenly had an
influx of coverage!
In addition, we’ve also got more photographs
of trams in the snow, all of which are previously
unpublished and many of which are dating back
several years, providing some rather nice archive
material in this month’s magazine.
I made my first ‘proper’ tramway visit earlier
this month with a trip to Crich on the first day of their
2011 season. Despite yet another round of cold
weather and snow, the Museum opened as scheduled - though with a couple of hour’s delay whilst
the snow thawed! - with the first service tram of 2011
being Leeds 180. In the Crich workshop work was
continuing on LUT 159, Blackpool 166 and commissioning work on Johannesburg 60, and more can be
read about the former two tramcars within.
This year should also hopefully see my first
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visits to Birkenhead and East Anglia, as well as return
trips to Beamish and Heaton Park - amongst others!
Finally, thank you again for two wonderful
years of TM - here’s to the next two and beyond!
Happy reading!

Jack Gordon
Jack Gordon - 04/04/11
editor@tramways-monthly.com
Front Cover Caption

Sheffield 513 was loaded up the afternoon prior to its
departure, on February 15th. It is seen at the now-customary loading and unloading point on Blundell Street
against the Fitting Shop wall, on a just as customary
Scott’s low-loader. The tram left Rigby Road for the final
time the next day. Andrew Blood
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News Extra

Christchurch earthquake: the latest

As many readers will know, a large earthquake hit the city of
Christchurch, located on South Island, New Zealand, on the 22nd
February. Over 200 people have thought to have been killed,
and many are still unaccounted for.
The city suffered widespread damage, particularly to
some of the historical landmarks. As a result and it will be many
months until life resumes as normal.
In addition, the tramway in the city was also badly affected
by the earthquake, with much damage caused. At the time of
writing, there are no known deaths among the employees, volunteers or their families, although some are worse off than others, as
some houses have been destroyed, and some may be injured.
On the tramway itself, some of the track and overhead
wiring has been damaged, and three tramcars are stuck on the
streets, although undamaged, but cannot yet be moved back
to the depot as the streets are closed to all except emergency
services.
The City depot has suffered minor damage, mainly broken
windows, and the Ferrymead car barn is in a similar state, although some trams have had minor damage as a result of being
hit by small object from shelves etc.
It is expected that it will be about two months until the tramway is fully operational again because of the amount of demolition work and clean up that needs to be done to the damaged
buildings, and it is also likely that the planned extension work will
be hampered by workers having to rebuild damaged buildings,
as it is not an essential job. TF/JG

p This was how Christchurch’s tramway system looked one day after the earthquake hit, with rubble
scattered across the tramway tracks and a plume of dust obscuring one of the system’s tramcars.
Getty Images

Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tr

Twin Car Twilight - A Farewell to Twin Set Two...
November 6th 2011 marks the end of an era. Join us for the final
ever runs of Twin set 672+682 along Blackpool’s world famous tramway, departing from the Pleasure Beach at 11AM. Tickets cost £10
per person. More information and booking details on our website.

*** Don’t delay - book today! ***
http://www.tramways-monthly.com/tram-tours-2011
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Sheffield 513 leaves Blackpool
Sheffield ‘Roberts’ car 513 of 1950 left Blackpool just
before 7:30am on the morning of Wednesday 16th
February 2011, after being loaded onto a vehicle
provided by Scott’s Heavy Haulage the previous
day.
As reported previously, the tram is being
moved to the East Anglia Transport Museum near
Lowestoft for a lengthy operating period there.
513 had stayed in Blackpool for almost exactly
ten years, but despite a promising start to its visit it
saw very little use in recent years.
The car did, however, participate in the tramway’s 125th anniversary celebrations last autumn,
and then saw semi-regular use in normal service
during the month of October.
Despite being owned by Beamish Museum,
513 has now been sent to East Anglia and was prepared for its very long journey a day previously, to
ensure an early departure on its moving day.
The car was partially sheeted-over in an attempt to protect it en route - following numerous
occasions over tree damage over the past few
months - and arrived at its new home on Thursday

Latest News

17th February, at around 7:30pm.
The tram stayed on its low loader overnight,
and was unloaded early the next morning. 513
coped well with its long journey and apparently
arrived without a scratch on it, which is certainly a
huge relief for all involved!
The car was then hastily refitted with its trolley
arm and base by two of the Museum’s skilled engineers, and this enabled it to make its first trial run
there late in the afternoon of Friday 18th February.
The tram performed beautifully and it is now
expected that it will be pressed into service once
the site re-opens to the general public in April. 513
has also already been fitted with a new carbon-skid
trolley head to enable it to operate safely without
increased risk of dewirement, due to the fact that
the overhead wires at East Anglia are shared by
both trams and trolleybuses.
Although many enthusiasts in Blackpool will
obviously miss 513, it really couldn’t have found a
better home than the one it is going to, and will no
doubt continue to delight many people for years to
come. Bon voyage, 513! AW/JG

pt Readers will be very familiar with this view of Blundell Street by now, and Sheffield 513 is the latest tram to
depart Blackpool for the final time. Andrew Blood
t 513 rolls out of Hopton Road and onto Lytham Road as it begins its long journey to the south. Andrew Blood
qt One day later, and 513 had arrived at Carlton Colville. It is seen here shunting on the depot fan, shortly before
having its trolley pole, plank and hooks re-attached. London 1858 can be seen in the background. Martin Vambac

Wallasey 78 is Birkenhead’s top tram of 2010

The latest newsletter from the Merseyside Tramway Preservation Society includes some fascinating - and
rather surprising - statistics relating to the amount of use each tram in the working fleet at Birkenhead saw
last year.
Wallasey 78 was top of the pile, clocking up 48.5 days of use, whilst Lisbon 730 was in second place
having run on 32.5 days. Hong Kong cars 69 & 70 ranked third and fourth respectively, leaving Liverpool 762
in last place having operated on just 3 days all year at Birkenhead.
However, the tram did manage to notch up 550 miles during its stay at Blackpool, and was reportedly
clocked doing a very impressive 35mph along the promenade on one of its outings!
Observant readers may have spotted that one of the MTPS' restored fleet is missing from the data
above. Birkenhead 20 did not manage a single outing in 2010 and spent most of the year jacked up inside
Taylor Street depot whilst its wheelsets were under attention.
Hopefully car 20 will return to the rails soon and make up for missed time this year. AW
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Extra trams requested for Croydon
Hopes are high that up to ten additional trams could
be brought in to assist with the operation of the
highly successful London (formerly Croydon) Tramlink system in the British capital city.
An invitation has been made for various companies to provide new vehicles which would be
used to provide additional capacity on the busy
Croydon to Elmers Road route, with a deadline of
February 21st set for all interested parties.
The intention is to lease the vehicles for a period
of 10 to 20 years. Railway Gazette has reported
that Transport for London may consider accepting
second-hand cars, and that any successful contract
would be awarded through a negotiated procedure.
The decision to pursue additional trams has

come about due to the continued growth in passenger numbers on Tramlink - passengers have
increased by around 45% over the past decade,
whilst the number of journeys performed by the current fleet has stayed largely unchanged. If all goes
to plan it is hoped to boost fleet capacity later this
year.
As per usual, whether the plan comes to fruition will be largely dependent on the availability of
funding - but it’s certainly good to see a UK light rail
system doing so well, and we will certainly hope that
the extra trams will be approved before too long.
In what must be seen as a positive step forward, the London Borough of Croydon is also intending to make a financial contribution towards the cost
of new trams. AW

Cardiff tramway comeback proposed

good value for money compared to similar schemes.
It also states that economic growth in Wales will be
heavily reliant on the establishment of good public
transport links, and that this scheme would achieve
just that. The routes that have been suggested are:
* A new tram line south-east from Beddau and
Creigiau to Cardiff and onto the Bay
* A new tram line linking Maerdy with Llantrisant
and Pontypridd
* Tram links connecting Penarth, Barry, Cardiff
Airport and Bridgend
* A tram link alongside the South Wales mainline
between Severn Tunnel Junction and Cardiff Central
to serve intermediate stations. AW

Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tram Tou

http://www.tramways-monthly.com/tram-tours-2011
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Experience the unique atmosphere of an open-top tram ride along
Blackpool’s world-famous Promenade and tramway - in November! As
we say goodbye to the traditional tramway, join us on Bonfire Night for
an unmissable experience on one of Blackpool’s most-loved tramcars.
Departs Pleasure Beach at 11AM. Full details on our website.
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Promenading with the Princess - the Topless Tour!
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The Institute for Welsh Affairs have revealed their new
ten year plan for public transport in Wales, as reported by the South Wales Echo - and it includes proposals for a new £2.5 billion pound tram system linking
Cardiff and the Valleys.
Professor Stuart Cole of the Wales Transport Research Centre has already backed the scheme and
there seems to be a fair amount of goodwill coming
from various sources. The project is likely to depend
on the electrification of the Great Western Main Line
to Swansea, however.
A recently published report proposes that a
number of tram or tram-train routes be constructed
in the area, and argues that the costs represent very

Whitby

ON SALE NOW n New DVD release
The DVD can also be purchased from NYMR Mail Order on 01751 476559

£14.95
post free

Railway Herald Publishing

Trade Enquiries Welcome
PO Box 252, Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire. DN17 2WY
Tel: 01904 500175. Order by post, phone or online!
Also available to pre-order on the web at www.rhpublishing.co.uk Credit & Debit cards welcome. E&OE
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Next stop - North Station?!
Potentially exciting news from the Blackpool
tramway concerns the worksite in front of the
iconic North Pier, where preparations have
been made for a possible future extension of
the line, leading off the promenade towards
North Station!
The trackbed has been excavated
here and the track renewed, with a shortened three-track passing loop being located further south than the previous one,
with a crossover being laid opposite Harry
Ramsden’s restaurant (so in other words, not
really that close to the pier at all!).
However, the most interesting development by far is the laying of a new junction
leaving the promenade, which is being
installed now to save further excavations being needed if the proposed extension gets
to go-ahead in the fairly near future, which
Blackpool Borough Council are clearly hoping will happen.
This would be part of an ambitious plan
known as the Talbot Gateway scheme, to
improve transport links at the heart of the

coastal town. For the time being though, the
tracks lead to nowhere and that is likely to
remain so for some time to come.
Indeed, readers may remember that
a similar junction was laid at Foxhall Square
a few years ago when plans were afoot to
build a new tram shed at Blundell Street; the
subsequent move to Starr Gate made this
pointwork essentially useless. Hopefully this
situation will not be repeated at North Pier!
Work has also recently commenced
on trackwork around the Metropole hotel;
although the final track layout has yet to be
revealed it is expected that the rails will be
separated from road traffic in an attempt to
reduce accidents.
We will be featuring a full update and
round-up of all of the current upgrade worksites in the next edition of the magazine, and
all of the latest news can be found on our
website as it is announced! AW

More doubts over Merseytravel’s tram plans
On Wednesday 9th February, the Liverpool
Echo carried a news article regarding Merseytravel's planned takeover of the Wirral
heritage tramway and other local tourist
amenities.
The transport operator have been planning to take control of the line as part of its
long-term aspirations to improve transport
links in Birkenhead, for about a year, but this
has suffered more than its fair share of setbacks and is now being thrown into doubt
once again.
The newspaper reports that Merseytravel's plans to take over the tramway, transport museum and Pacific Road Arts Centre is
being questioned.
The company chairman, Councillor
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Mark Dowd, stated that "In this economic
climate, it is impossible for Merseytravel to
commit to this kind of project".
All is not lost however, and we believe
that plans are now being made to break up
the scheme as the firm remain interested in
some "assets in Birkenhead".
This could potentially see Merseytravel
take on responsibility for the tramway, but
omitting the Pacific Road facilities from the
final deal, but until the final arrangements
are in place it is impossible to say for definite
what will happen next.
We hope to keep readers informed of
any further developments regarding this major news story, and hope that the next news
we have will be more positive. AW
7

Manchester Transport Museum
Heaton Park
Manchester
M25 5SW
Registered as a Charity: Number 505601

Website
www.heatonparktramway.org.uk
Email
heatonparktramway@hotmail.co.uk
Tel
0161 740 1919 or 01282 436 802

In order to relieve the operating burden of our valuable historic tramcars and to
provide sufficient suitable vehicles to operate any future extensions, the MTMS has
acquired a number of tramcars. These, along with other trams from the Greater
Manchester area are currently in storage in various locations. All of these vehicles
ultimately need to move to Heaton Park, some will have to move by the end of 2011.
In order to do this, we need to put up additional covered depot accommodation in
which to house them. As a result we are currently in discussions with a number of
parties including Manchester City Council as to the location of this initial structure
which will be capable of housing 3 Blackpool trams and 2 4-wheel trams. We have set
an initial figure of at least £20,000 for the project which we hope to complete in 2011.
Therefore the 'sponsor a foot' appeal is now online. You can sponsor a square foot of
depot for just £10! Each sponsor receives a certificate and their name on the 'foot
chart' There is no limit to how many square feet you can sponsor - any surplus funds
will be used for moving trams and go towards the next phase.
You can help by sponsoring now, using paypal on the website.
Postal sponsor form are available on the website and in the museum.
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Cardiff 131 gets scrubber gear

The restoration of works car Cardiff 131, which was largely completed in 2009 after being funded by the Tramcar Sponsorship Organisation, has now been concluded, following the fitting of scrubber gear
to the tram in February.
This had not been done previously, when the tram was fully
restored, because of pressures on Crich’s workshop, but over the
winter the work was finally completed.
The tram, which has been used for the past year for driver
training & experiences, as well as shunting, was given its scheduled
commissioning exam earlier this year, during which time the mechanism for track watering and rail grinding was completed and tested
shortly afterwards.
The TSO are reporting that the tram is giving a ‘clear profile...on
the railhead’, but further testing will be done in the coming weeks
to ensure the tram is in perfect condition, and is ready to be used
once again.
It is of course a proud moment for the TSO, as the tram which
they have been sponsoring is finally restored to its original working
condition, and will once again be used for its intended purpose.
Furthermore, the tram will add to the fleet of track maintenance vehicles at Crich, so will help them keep the tramway in
perfect condition for service cars to run on. TF/JG
u Despite appearing at the 2010 Power from the Past event at Beamish,
which had a “Corporations and Contractors” theme, Cardiff 131 was not
able to be used for its designed purpose until early 2011. It is pictured at
the Entrance at Beamish on April 17th, 2010. Jack Gordon

Metrolink 2001 finally to return to service?
The absence of a member of the
Manchester Metrolink’s fleet from the
tracks has recently raised concerns in
the local media.
The tram concerned, second
series pioneer 2001, has not turned
a wheel for over three years, having
been withdrawn from service suffering
from mysterious and unidentified braking problems.
Various attempts have been
made to solve the issues surrounding 2001 but all attempts have so far
ended in failure, a frustrating situation
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

for Metrolink, especially as it still suffers
from overcrowding at busy times and
has spent a lot of time and money in
a so far fruitless search for a solution to
the problems.
So far, Metrolink have replaced
much of the wiring, worked on the
bogies and installed monitoring equipment to identify the fault, but the
problems have persisted.
Salvation for 2001 has come from
the delivery of the new M5000 trams
and the links which this has established
between Metrolink and the builders,

Bombardier.
Experts from Bombardier have
inspected 2001 and suggested fitting
a different type of cable; a solution
which it is hoped will finally allow 2001
to return to revenue earning service
and repay some of the money which
has been poured into solving its difficulties.
Philip Purdy, GMPTE’s Metrolink
director, said: “The unusual nature of
the problem, which is unique to this
particular tram, has involved exhaustive investigations to identify the cause
8

of the fault.
“Comprehensive diagnostic
checks have been carried out and
every single component in the vehicle
has been replaced and tested, but
the problem remains.
“It’s been a frustrating issue because we’ve got a tram that we’ve
not been able to use, despite extensive work.”
We await with interest to see if
this latest situation will finally relieve
2001 of its plight, or if the turmoil continues on further. AB/JG
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Truncated tramway for Blackpool in 2011?
Various reports are currently flying around regarding
the level of tram service to be provided during the
year ahead.
Whilst nothing has been officially confirmed
as yet, it is well known that track renewal work is
currently running well behind schedule due to the
dreadful weather conditions that started the winter
period.
As a result, it is unlikely that all of the work due
to be completed by Easter will be ready in time, and
this could have serious implications for the tramway.
Latest claims indicate that, when the tramway re-opens (probably at Easter), trams may only
be able to operate between Pleasure Beach and

Tram fleet confirmed for 2011
The expected running fleet of trams in Blackpool for
the 2011 season has been revealed, with the usual
combination of disappointments and welcome
surprises.
As expected, the need for all service trams to
be fitted with transponder equipment just to get
onto the promenade due to the modification of
the traffic signals at Manchester Square looks set to
have a big impact on the tram output this year, with
several old favourites likely to spend all year confined to the depot.
Much of the service is likely to be in the hands
of the eight-strong Centenary class and the various refurbished double-deckers. The cars that have
either received widened centre doors, or are in
the process of having this treatment, have all been
included in this year’s operational fleet as it is expected that the current trackwork will resolve all
remaining clearance issues which had previously
prevented them from running.
This would mean that, if an all double-deck
service operates this summer (as it did during 2010),
there will be four extra trams available for service
compared to last year - cars 700, 713, 718 & 720 which should mean a much better service is offered.
These trams should once again be supported
by Twin sets 672+682 and 675+685, although sadly
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Tower or North Pier.
It is possible that services may be extended
to Cabin, depending on how well the trackwork
progresses over the next few weeks, but as work has
only recently started behind the Metropole hotel this
seems rather unlikely.
As part of the promenade road is also closed
for some time due to major re-modelling work in
connection with the promenade rejuvenation
project, locals can expect a particularly poor
service this spring, but we must stress that this is not
Blackpool Transport’s fault, and that the company is
trying its best to provide a decent service throughout this period of great upheaval.

It is anticipated that the tramway will then be
re-opened in stages as the contractors hand over
the finished sections, but Fisherman’s Walk may not
be reached until July.
Despite hopes that the line through to Fleetwood Ferry would be open this year, Blackpool
Transport have stated that this is not planned.
Likewise, the southern end of the line between
Starr Gate and Pleasure Beach is set to remain
closed to passenger traffic all year, but should be
used for the testing of the new Bombardier trams
when they finally arrive in town later on this year. AW

these are the only Twin cars that are included in the
planned running fleet this year.
A further boost should also come in the shape
of car 715 which has already been prepared for the
fitting of a small inverter and transponders which
should allow it to see regular use this year, although
its proposed repaint into green & cream is still
awaited.
We are now left with the more interesting members of the fleet. Brush cars 630, 631 & 632 are all
expected to run again - although this should be the
last year for some, if not all, of these popular trams in
Blackpool.
The illuminated cars have transponders already, as do Standard 147 and Boat 600, so these
trams should be unaffected by the recent developments.
We have also been informed that both Coronation 660 and ‘Princess Alice’ 706 will be available
to run, meaning that both trams must be in line for
transponders (indeed they may already have received them).
One final set of transponders is destined for
the Lancastrian Transport Trust’s Standard 143, upon
completion of its restoration.
This list will obviously not please everyone and
enthusiasts are likely to be disappointed that just two

Twin sets are likely to run in what will be the final year
of operation for these popular trams in Blackpool.
Likewise, the likes of Fleetwood ‘Box’ 40 and
Bolton 66 are not expected to run in 2011 and will
certainly be much missed. However, it must be
emphasised that several trams are due to be withdrawn at the end of the year and their transponders could well be transferred to other historic cars
enabling them to return to action next year.
Obviously the current situation is far from ideal
and has been forced upon Blackpool Transport by
Blackpool Borough Council’s decision to convert the
Manchester square traffic signals now rather than
next winter.
However, the planned running fleet should
ensure that a good selection of interesting trams will
be available to ride on in 2011, and that the core
service will be maintained during a difficult time for
the tramway.
And of course, if past years have taught us
anything, it is that plans can and do change - so
you never can know for sure what the summer will
bring! AW/JG
Tramways Monthly are running two tram tours over
the last weekend of the tramway, featuring many
cars that will be withdrawn or see limited use after
this season. For more details, see page 34.
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problems will be tackled once it is lifted, which should take place once work
on car 166 is completed. In the meantime work has been focussed on the car
body following the discovery of leaking. All of the upper deck windows were removed to rectify this matter, but this led to the discovery that the bodyside joints
are ill-fitting with no evidence of any mastic to prevent water ingress. Although
these joints have now been sealed and the windows re-fitted, it is expected
that major structural work will eventually be required to rectify this problem. It is
sincerely hoped that lessons will be learned from this, as it’s certainly not good
to see a tram suffering from such a serious problem so soon after a £250,000
restoration.

Newcastle 114

Richard Lomas

Newcastle 114 has also been lifted from its truck, and is currently stored on trestles in the lean-to tram shed at Beamish, in front of Sunderland 101 which is also
under attention. The opportunity is being taken to thoroughly repaint the truck
frame whilst it is separate from the body of the tram. 114 itself has been rubbed
down ready for repainting; as reported previously it is to receive a slightly
amended version of its present brown and yellow livery. Hopefully this work will
be finished in time for it to return to service at the Great North Steam Fair in April.

Warrington 2

London United Tramways 159

This car continues to progress slowly but surely as its transformation from a rotten
shell to a superb double-deck tram continues within the confines of the Taylor
Street depot at Birkenhead. The dash panelling has been fitted, complete with
aluminium beading, and a controller has also been fitted at one end; this has
greatly enhanced the tram’s appearance. A dry fit of one staircase has proved
successful, and it is now receiving its final costs of gloss paint and being lined
out. The interior is also looking good thanks to the installation of restored seat
backs and base panels, as well as sliding glazed double doors at each end.
Floor planks to lay on the roof arrived at the depot in January.

The current major tram project at Crich continues to progress, with preparation of the bogies for fitting continuing over winter. Traction motors and driving
wheelsets have recently arrived on site and mesh for the lifeguards is also being
worked on at the Museum, along with side gates for the end platforms.

Blackpool ‘Toastrack’ 166

The overhaul of this car is now approaching completion and most painting
work is now finished, although work continues on the lifeguards, dog gates and
underside. The bogies have been reassembled but remain motor-less, as the
traction motors are still at a contractor and will be tackled once the wheelsets
for LUT 159 are ready. The seats have been extensively cleaned and the floor is
now being prepared for painting.

Liverpool 245

This tram is also making good progress as its Heritage Lottery funded restoration gets underway. Toughened safety glass has been fitted to the destination
screens and set it waterproof mastic. A new cantrail is in place along one side,
and some new woodwork has been fitted in various places. It is anticipated
that the car body will be removed from its underframe at some stage to allow
this to be completely replaced; however, the intention for now is to solidify the
body structure so that it will be strong enough to withstand this major operation.

Leeds 345

This car is also currently in the Crich workshop for repairs to a number of faults
which have arisen since it entered service in 2006. The main concern was the
bearings, but it is also believed that the tram has a defective axle; both of these
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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The
Great
Blackpool
Tram
Poll:

?

The Results!

2010 marked the 125th Anniversary of Blackpool’s world-famous tramway, and
a number of special events took place at a number of locations throughout the
year to commemorate the occasion, looking back over the tramway’s rich history and the numerous different classes of tramcar that have operated on it.
The events were a resounding success and a credit to everyone who was
involved in organising them, particularly in light of a number of difficulties that
were faced by the organising committee, including everything from trees to
transponders and even more in between!
Everyone has their own personal favourite tram from during the events, but
what about more historically? What about Blackpool trams in general across
the board? The question has remained unanswered for many years, however
we at Tramways Monthly wanted to find out just what the answer was once and
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Special Feature

for all - and what better time to do it than
during the tramway’s
125th Anniversary?
We picked 20 of the
most common and well known classes of tram that have operated on the tramway, of which a representative of each is pictured above. Then we pitched
them to the general public for them to decide just what their favourite is! One
year later and the results are in - and with 106 people giving their thoughts from
across the world, we think they’re pretty conclusive.
Read on to find out how your favourites did, and discover the answer to
the all-important question: “Just what is the all-time greatest Blackpool tram?”.
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6th place: the OMOs

Often dubbed the saviours of the tramway, had it not been for the
rebuilding of 13 Railcoaches into One Man Operated (or OMO for
short) cars, we probably wouldn’t have a Blackpool tramway to
enjoy anymore. The introduction of these trams helped to minimise
running costs outside the main season and ensure that a year-round
tram service remained viable during some of the system’s darkest
days. The class were also distinctive for their original ‘plum & custard’ livery, later replaced by red & white, and then green & cream
in the 1980s

Scott Moore

As the trams were rebuilds of older vehicles and were not really intended to last, after around a decade of extensive use the end was
nigh, but they did provide a vital stop-gap until funding for brand
new trams was available. Even then, some of the OMOs helped run
the core service to compensate for the reliability issues of the new
Centenary cars, until they finally bowed out in March 1993. Since
then no OMO carried passengers until last autumn, when car 8 was
revived for the tramway’s 125th anniversary celebrations. AW

Received 46 votes - 7.26% overall vote

5th place: the Standards

Some of these trams were built by Hurst Nelson of Motherwell whilst
others were built in Blackpool Corporation’s own workshops; likewise
some incorporated segments of older trams, making for a fair bit of
variety in the type. Other variations over the years included open an
closed balconies, with and without driver’s windscreens and different lower deck seating layouts. Most if not all of these are still represented in preservation, as no less than seven of them survive today,
including two in America and two in Blackpool. AW

Received 48 votes - 7.55% overall vote
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Jack Gordon

Despite being less distinctively Blackpool than most of the other
nominees, the classic appearance and robust finish of the Standards
made them a popular choice with many voters. The first Standard
trams appeared just a decade before the Balloons & Railcoaches,
yet they look much older, boosting their historic appeal.
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4th place: the Twin sets

Three trailers were withdrawn after a short operating life, leaving
seven sets in use until 2004 when two more were mothballed. Since
then they have been further reduced in numbers, but in 2010 a
shortage of available trams prompted the use of an impressive four
sets on several occasions in something of a reversal of fate. The
Twins have generally played second fiddle to the Balloons, but 2003
was a great year for them thanks to a ban on double-deckers running to Fleetwood due to severely worn track. To coincide with their
increased use, Sets 1 to 5 were also repainted in colourful liveries
inspired by the local Metro Coastlines bus network which they retain
to this day, making them an even more eye-catching sight whenever they run. AW

Received 52 votes - 8.18% overall vote

Alan Robson

Blackpool has been rebuilding its tram fleet into new forms for many
years, and the ten Railcoaches that were rebuilt with flat ends to
tow new trailers in the early sixties are some of the most popular.
Initially the Twin sets were not permanently coupled, so that the Towing cars could run individually, but this practice was later phased
out and the pairs were more permanently attached.

3rd place: the Open boats

Surely one of the most distinctive designs of tram ever to grace
Blackpool promenade, must be the Open Boat cars. Twelve of them
were built in 1934 by the English Electric Company, and they were
officially referred to as ‘Luxury Toastracks’ although they were soon
dubbed ‘Boats’ thanks to their shape! Other than the prototype car
225 (latterly 600), which has lower sides than the rest, all of them
looked identical.

Alan Robson

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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The class has been culled a few times over the years, with 4 of them
being scrapped in the 1960s. Three further Boats have set sail for the
USA, leaving five cars in Blackpool, of which at least two are expected to stay. 605 has already been sold to the Lancastrian Transport
and 607 is destined for a future at Crich, leaving just 600, 602 and
604 running last year. AW

Received 60 votes - 9.43% overall vote
Issue 24 - February 2011
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2nd place: the Coronations

Andrew Waddington

Despite being a class that threatened to cripple the tramway, the
unrivalled beauty of the Coronation cars has doubtless earned
them a strong following amongst enthusiasts; the result being a high
placing in our poll. They were the last trams to be introduced by the
legendary transport boss Walter Luff but were outlived by his earlier
streamliners. Due to a whole host of problems, ranging from overly
complex equipment to the heavy steel bodies, the cars were shortlived but one of them, 660, was retained and two others also survive
in preservation. The pioneer car 304’s restoration and return to service was the subject of two ‘Salvage Squad’ episodes on Channel 4
a number of years ago. AW

Received 73 votes - 11.48% overall vote

Well that wasn’t exactly a surprise was it!? The winner of our poll is
the class of double-deck Balloons, introduced in 1934-5 and constructed by English Electric as a key part of Walter Luff’s plans to
modernise the tramway, creating in the process most of today’s
tram fleet. 27 trams were built in all, divided into sub-classes. The first
was originally numbered 226 but was soon changed to 237 as 225
was the pioneer Open Boat car, and so its renumbering enabled
the next Boats to take subsequent fleet numbers. 237 differed from
the rest of the type due to the more sloped angle of its ends; the
production models that followed were more rounded. Thirteen
trams were open-topped and known as ‘Luxury Dreadnoughts’ to
acknowledge the similarly-sized trams they had replaced, these being 237 to 249, although all were enclosed during World War II. The
further fourteen were fully enclosed from new and their official title
was ‘Double-Deck Streamliners’ – but the name ‘Balloon car’ has
become the name for the class as it sounds a lot more catchy!

Received 132 votes - 20.75% overall vote
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Andrew Waddington

...and the winner is...
1st place: the Balloons
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Oddly enough, the biggest threat to the Balloons came from the man who
introduced them to Blackpool in the first place. Walter luff’s ultimate vision for
the tramway involved an all single-deck fleet, and his 25 Coronation cars were
at one time intended to replace the Balloons. Of course, these trams were far
less successful than hoped and this ensured that the ‘deckers lived on. Indeed,
in the following years the trams were overhauled and this work continues even
today – although many of them have been drastically rebuilt in various guises,
they continue to dominate the seasonal tram service. Only two have ever
been scrapped, both due to collision damage, and hopefully this number will
not increase any time soon. Indeed, surplus Balloon trams have already moved

to Crich, Manchester, Beamish and even Perth, and the departures look set to
continue during 2011. This will leave a fleet of nine or ten modernised cars with
widened centre entrances, plus 706 and 717 which look set to stay put as heritage cars.
So, there we have it. The Balloon car is a true icon of Blackpool – a tram design
that has undoubtedly stood the test of time, and although often copied has
never been bettered. All this and more surely makes the type a worthy winner of
this contest, and we hope that they will continue to serve the Blackpool tramway – and possibly a few other places – well for many years to come! AW

As we have already mentioned, over one hundred people voted and gave their thoughts as to which
tram should be Blackpool’s all-time greatest, and we’ll be publishing a selection of these thoughts
throughout the year - space constraints mean that we have had to unfortunately leave them out of
this feature.
The battle to be crowned the ultimate Blackpool tram was in fact won by the Balloon in the first
few weeks of the competition, when it pulled ahead with a steady lead that it has kept ever since receiving over a fifth of all the votes cast is a testament to that fact!
However, it was not so cut-and-dry for the other top six classes, which were constantly piggy
backing each other, and right up until the final day of the poll it was anybody’s game to play for! The
results changed with almost every other vote, and it would have been impossible to have predicted
what the outcome was until the final hours.
All in all, we feel that this has been an extremely successful “bit of fun”, and would like to thank
you for your participation in it! The full results table, as well as the graph below, can now be seen
online, at http://j.mp/gbtp2010.
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Britain’s Preserved Horse Trams
Part Two...
We continue our pictorial guide to the various preserved horse-drawn tramcars to be found
across the British Isles, with a real road trip across Scotland, Wales and Ireland this issue. Andrew Waddington is our tour guide - enjoy the trip!

Scotland

TLRS Archive

First up this issue, we start at
the northern end of the country
with Glasgow 543. This stunning
tram is a resident of the Glasgow
Museum of Transport, located
in the massive Kelvin Hall. This is
said to be the most visited transport museum in Great Britain, no
doubt largely thanks to the lack
of an admission charge – although in fairness it is home to a very varied and interesting collection of vehicles superbly laid out. One of the
star exhibits is the Glasgow horse tram 543, dating from 1894. It is the

Kerstin Wünsche

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

oldest of seven trams on static display here, and is also the oldest surviving Glasgow tramcar. The trams are currently displayed on two tracks, with a raised walkway in-between
them and good viewing all round. However, the collection is due to be relocated in the
fairly near future, so if you would like to visit please seek further information before travelling.
There are a couple of other horse trams in Scotland; an Edinburgh car and a second
Glasgow car, which was in fact originally from Leamington and is now based at the Summerlee Museum. Neither car is on public display and we have no further information or
photographs of these cars – however if any readers do, please get in touch with us at the
usual address!
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The next stop on our tour of Great Britain’s horse cars is in the Welsh town of
Swansea. Here we find a tram that barely even looks like a tram! This is a replica
of an extremely primitive vehicle that once ran between Swansea and Mumbles. It was built in 1956 to a design that predates every surviving preserved tram,
and can now be found in a special ‘Tramway Annexe’ at the Swansea Maritime
& Industrial Museum. It is displayed along with another, electric, Swansea car, as
well as the end of a Swansea & Mumbles double-decker.

TLRS Archive
The Tramcar Sponsorship Organisation was founded in 1961 to support the efforts of the
then-ﬂedgling National Tramway Museum, at a time when many trams were being disposed
of by their original operators and on the brink of being lost forever...
Since then, the TSO has supported over 15 different tramcars - all based at Crich - be they
overhaul costs, transport costs or in most cases the costs of entire restorations from shells
back to working order.
To ﬁnd out more about the
organisation’s work, or to donate
or become a member, visit their
brand new website at
http://tramcarsponsorship.org.

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

TLRS Archive

Tramcar Sponsorship Organisation

Here is Pwhelli & Llanbedrog 1, which looks something like Sheffield 15 in miniature!
It is a tiny single-decker which operated on the short narrow-gauge system in Wales, until
the tramway was closed after sustaining significant damage during a flood. It is understood that this tram is really number 4, and was used as a ticket office and bus shelter
for some time before it was fully restored, and inaccurately painted as number 1. This
task was completed by 1992, and the following year it was moved to Crich on loan for a
period of static display. It spent much of this time in Depot VI – as pictured here – before
returning to Wales in 1996. It is believed that it has since been loaned to the Welsh Highland Railway for future display in their museum at Porthmadog.
17
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Finally for this issue, we move
across the sea for a quick visit to
Northern Ireland, and the Ulster
Folk & Transport Museum. This is
home to not one, but two Irish
horse trams as well as a number
of electric cars and a Portstewart
steam tram loco, making it well
worth a visit for anyone who is
interested in particularly unusual trams.
Although much of the museum occupies an open-air site, the
trams are all static. Here we see Fintona 381 of 1883, which famously
lasted in service long after all mainland horse trams had died out, and
was the sole car which worked the Fintona tramway for many years.
When its working career finally ended it was quite rightly secured for
preservation. By looking at the size of the car it seems quite difficult to
believe that it was pulled by just one horse – somehow I suspect that

TLRS Archive

Northern Ireland

Pictorial

animal rights protestors would have something to see about that today!
The subject of our final photograph for this instalment is Belfast 118 in slightly
cramped surroundings, heading a line-up of other Irish cars in the main transport hall at
this museum.
For more information on British horse trams, the book “The Age of the Horse Tram” by
David Voice, contains all the facts about the rise and fall of this form of transport, including descriptions of all the horse tramways in the British Isles and all British manufacturers.
Tramway Review said “It is likely to be the standard work for many years to come”. The
book is available from Adam Gordon, and costs £40. More information is available on
their website, www.ahg-books.com.
We would also like to thank David for assisting with the compilation of this feature, and his
book comes very highly recommended indeed.

TLRS Archive

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Join us again soon for the third instalment of our journey around the United Kingdom,
when we stop off in Manchester’s Heaton Park, Birkenhead’s tramway, and a garage
somewhere in Leeds to have a glance at the horse cars that are located there.
Do you have any photographs of horse trams from anywhere in the world, both new and
old? We would love to see them and be able to publish them in these pages as part of
this ongoing feature! Email us info@tramways-monthly.com if you do.
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Isle of Man Transport Events 2010

Every year, the Isle of Man Government’s Department of Community, Culture and Leisure puts on an
intensive programme of special enthusiasts’ events,
celebrating the heritage and diversity of the island’s
modes of transportation.
Entitled the “Manx Heritage Transport Festival”,
2010’s event ran from the 28th July until the 1st August, with each day being given a specific theme,
and covering all of the Island’s transporta-

tion systems, including, of course, the Manx Electric
Railway (MER) and the Snaefell Mountain Railway
(SMR). The Douglas Horse Tramway was also operating during the event.
All-in-all, the events gave the opportunity to
encounter a variety of traction and unusual workings, and were well attended by enthusiasts from
both the island and the mainland, just going to
show how success-

ful a well publicised event can be! Congratulations should go to all the staff that were involved in
putting on the events, and it is pleasing to see that
a Government-owned operation can make the
extra effort involved, particularly in the current political climate throughout the world.
Railway Herald magazine’s editor, Richard
Tuplin, was present on the island throughout the
event, and he has shared with us the following photographs for your viewing pleasure.

p A general shot of Castletown, located on the Isle of Man Steam
Railway, taken from the Castle, showing the surrounding countryside
and summing up the general beauty of the Isle of Man. Richard Tuplin

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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u MER Saloon No. 6, and trailer car No. 44 call at Groudle, with the
09.40 Douglas to Ramsey service on 30th July 2010.
qu MER Car No. 5 with open-sided trailer No. 46 stand at Ramsey
Terminus on a wet afternoon, awaiting departure with the 15.10 service
from Ramsey to Douglas.
q MER Car No. 21 runs-round its trailer at Derby Castle on 31st July
2010. All: Richard Tuplin

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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p Snaefell Mountain Railway Car No. 4 departs Laxey with the 10.15
service to the Summit on 30th July. Richard Tuplin

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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p MER Car 20 and trailer 41 pass the request stop at Baldromma
on 31st July with the 09.55 Laxey to Derby Castle service.
qu On a rather wet afternoon, ‘Amby’ and horse tramcar No.
29 depart from Derby Castle terminus for another trip along the promenade at Douglas.
q MER Car No. 19 arrived back at Derby Castle, shortly before
22.00 with the last ‘additional’ service of the evening, the 21.25 from
Laxey. All: Richard Tuplin

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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t MER Car No. 2, one of the oldest tramcars in the world still operating on its original tramway, leads trailer 59 (the royal saloon) away
from Groudle on the 10.10 Derby Castle to Ramsey service.
tq Snaefell Mountain Railway Car No. 2 stands at the Summit Station on 31st July 2010.
q Old & new together as tram No. 2, together with Royal Saloon No. 59, parallel one of the Isle of Man buses on the approach to
Baldrine, with the 11.40 Ramsey to Derby Castle service. All: Richard
Tuplin

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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t MER Car No. 33 plus van, stand in the siding at Laxey, prior to
heading back to Derby Castle on 31st July 2010.
tq MER Car 16, hauls Royal Saloon No. 59, into Baldrine on 31st
July 2010 with the late running 15.10 Ramsey - Derby Castle service.
q Works Car No. 34 ‘Maria’ powers up the grade on Walpole
Road, in Ramsey with the 11.50 Ramsey to Ballaglass additional shuttle.
All: Richard Tuplin

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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p On the final day of the festival, MER Tram 33 leads two trailer cars
through Baldromma on 1st August with the 10.10 Derby Castle to Ramsey
service.
Inset: MER Car No. 33 leads its single van away from South Laxey on the
16.45 ‘additional’ service from Laxey to Derby Castle. Both: Richard Tuplin

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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tp Schoma-built 0-4-0 No. 17 Viking stands at Colby on 31st July with a mixed train from
Port Erin, as part of the Transport Festival.
t Facing Douglas specifically for the Transport Festival, Beyer-Peacock No. 4 Loch prepares
to run-round its mixed train at Castletown on 29th July, having just arrived from Port Erin.
p No. 12 G.H. Wood prepares to depart from Douglas with the first in a five-week series of
high-summer, Thursday-only evening departures to Castletown. As a result of the Transport Festival, this service was specially extended to Port Erin. All: Richard Tuplin

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Trams in the Snow

Following our pictorial feature last month looking
at how the winter 2010 snow fall affected Britain’s
tramways, we were sent a number of older images,
depicting both British and foreign trams in the snow,
which we are publishing this time round for your
viewing pleasure!
Our title photograph above comes from Sheffield, way back on the 10th February 2007. We see
tram number 103 approaching Gleadless Townend
whilst working a blue route working to Herdings Park.
This image was sent into us by reader Phil Deaves.
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Other tramways that are featured this month
include Blackpool - which was, of course, a notable
absentee from both of our previous snow features,
due to the lack of trams that have been running
there for the past two winters - Prague and Budapest, and we are grateful to Andrew Blood for sending in all of those photographs, and we will be featuring many more of Andrew’s photos from across
the world in forthcoming editions of the magazine!
Once again, if any other reader does have
any photographs of tramways in the snow, from any
27

country and any era, then please do let us know,
as we would very much like to see them! The email
address that you need to get in contact with us is, as
ever, info@tramways-monthly.com.
Oh, and one last thing; we’re sorry for depressing you with images of snow now that spring finally
seems to be upon us (Well, those of us here in the
UK!), but we thought you might appreciate all of
these little ‘blasts from the past’.
Enjoy the pictorial!
Issue 24 - February 2011
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Our pictorial begins in Prague, one of the world’s most extensive
tramway systems that is still running a large number of what could
be considered as ‘vintage’ trams! This was the scene shortly after
Christmas 2005.
pt A pair of refurbished Tatra T3s, headed by 8460 pass through
the centre of historic Prague, close to Malostranske Namesti and the
gateway to the famous Charles Bridge on a route 12 working to Sildliste
Barrandov in blizzard conditions.
p Travelling along a central reservation, which characterises a lot
of Prague routes in the suburbs, is a pair of unrefurbished Tatra T3s on
their way to the terminus of route 18 at Vozovna Pankrac.
t A double ended KT8 car, number 9037, is pictured in original
condition on route 3, which traverses the lower end of Wenceslas
Square. Cars of this class have recently had low floor centre sections
added and have been renumbered by adding 50 to their original fleet
numbers. All: Andrew Blood

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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p Unrefurbished Centenary 642 is pictured working ‘wrong line’ on
the southbound track at North Pier, on January 27th 1996. In the
background can be seen an East Lancs-bodied Leyland Atlantean,
working what is now known as “Line One”. Andrew Blood

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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p Also at North Pier, but this time working ‘right line’, is unrefurbished
Centenary 644, again on January 27th 1996. In the background can
be seen just why wrong-line working was in operation! To the right
can be seen the front of an Optare Delta. Andrew Blood

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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p Further snow fall saw Balloons 708 and 702 - both now preserved
at Heaton Park - out on snow plough duty on February 7th, 1996. The
location is once again at North Pier, and nearly everything in this view
has now changed forever. Andrew Blood

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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p Deep in the suburbs of Budapest, tram 1455 stands with its pantograph pulled off the wire indicating a rare breakdown on this efficient
and modern system. Andrew Blood

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Events Diary
9th April 2011
East Anglian Transport Museum

Tar, Sweat and Steam
Launch Event: The public
opening of a Heritage
Lottery Funded project
- Tar, Sweat and Steam.
Illustrating the history
of road building using
storyboards, artefacts,
vehicles and interactive
displays, this fabulous facility is truly one of a kind!
Open 1100-1700.

10th April 2011
Blackpool Tramway

LTT Depot Open Day:
1200-1600. A chance to
see inside the LTT’s depot
at Brinwell Road in Blackpool including trams
Brush 622 and Coronation 663.

Seaton Tramway

Bird Watching Trip: Led
by expert Ian Waite this
is a chance to view the
estuary birds from a
tram. Departing Seaton
at 1700 with a duration
of approximately 2 hours.
Limited to 20 spaces

- advance booking
essential.

12th March 2011
Seaton Tramway

Junior Bird Watching Trip:
Led by expert James
Chubb this is a chance
to view the estuary birds
from a tram. Departing
Seaton at 0900 with a
duration of approximately 1 hour. Limited
to 20 spaces - advance
booking essential.

14th April 2011
Beamish Museum

Great North Steam Fair:
Relive the golden days
of steam with visiting
locomotives in steam
at the Beamish Railway
Station and Colliery and
much more vintage
transport activity around
the site. As far as trams
are concerned Heaton
Park’s Manchester 765
is due to be visiting
Beamish at the time of
event whilst Newcastle
114 should be available
for service after a midlife refresh and repaint.

Back Cover Caption

Apologies for yet another cover image from
Blackpool, but we just had to include one
more photograph of a Balloon tram in this edition, following the announcement that it came
first in our “Great Blackpool Tram Poll”. Here
we see Balloon 711, in its all-over advertising
livery for Blackpool Zoo, near to the Carnesky’s
Ghost Train on the South Promenade on June
20th 2010. Scott Moore

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

15th April 2011
Beamish Museum

Great North Steam Fair:
Many steam vehicles Relive the golden days of
steam with visiting locomotives in steam at the
Beamish Railway Station
and Colliery and much
more vintage transport
activity around the site.
As far as trams are concerned Heaton Park’s
Manchester 765 is due
to be visiting Beamish at
the time of event whilst
Newcastle 114 should
be available for service
after a mid-life refresh
and repaint.

16th April 2011
Beamish Museum

Great North Steam Fair:
Relive the golden days
of steam with visiting
locomotives in steam
at the Beamish Railway
Station and Colliery and
much more vintage
transport activity around
the site. As far as trams
are concerned Heaton
Park’s Manchester 765

Magazine Information

is due to be visiting
Beamish at the time of
event whilst Newcastle
114 should be available
for service after a midlife refresh and repaint.

East Anglian Transport Museum

Classic & Vintage
Weekend: The chance
to see a huge variety
of fascinating historic
vehicles sure to delight
the old and young alike.
Anyone who owns a vintage or classic vehicle is
welcome to come along
and take part - contact
the Museum for details.
FREE vintage bus services
will operate from central
Lowestoft every 30 minutes and from Beccles
hourly throughout the
event. Open 1300-1700

17th April 2011
Beamish Museum

Great North Steam Fair:
Many steam vehicles on
Relive the golden days
of steam with visiting
locomotives in steam
at the Beamish Railway

Advertising in Tramways Monthly
We welcome advertisements
from any industry, business or
organisation connected in some
way, shape or form with the
tramway movement. Price plans
and options can be discussed
with our advertising manager.
Please email advertising@
tramways-monthly.com for further information. Discounts can
be offered on advertising plans
covering a longer period and
advertisements do not need to

Station and Colliery and
much more vintage
transport activity around
the site. As far as trams
are concerned Heaton
Park’s Manchester 765
is due to be visiting
Beamish at the time of
event whilst Newcastle
114 should be available
for service after a midlife refresh and repaint.

East Anglian Transport Museum

Classic & Vintage
Weekend: The chance
to see a huge variety
of fascinating historic
vehicles sure to delight
the old and young alike.
Anyone who owns a vintage or classic vehicle is
welcome to come along
and take part - contact
the Museum for details.
FREE vintage bus services
will operate from central
Lowestoft every 30 minutes and from Beccles
hourly throughout the
event. Open 1100-1700
on Sunday.

22nd April 2011

appear in consecutive issues.
We also offer advertising opportunities on our website - please
contact us for more information.
Reading the magazine
Tramways Monthly would like
to advise all readers to view
the magazine using the very
latest version of Adobe Acrobat
Reader (AAR). This software is
available to be downloaded
free of charge from http://www.
adobe.com. If you are viewing
this PDF on a corporate sys-
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Seaton Tramway

Driver’s Eye Experience:
Ever thought you would
like to be a tram driver?
Now is your chance.
Together with one of
Seaton’s driving instructors you can drive a tram
from Colyton to Colyford
and return for just £20
per person, including
a souvenir certificate.
Guest passengers cost
£5. Book to avoid disappointment.

23rd April 2011
Heaton Park Tramway

Easter Weekend: The
Heaton Park tramway
will be in operation for
three days over the 2011
Easter weekend.

Isle of Man

Rush Hour on the Railways: An event concentrating on the Isle
of Man Steam Railway
with special services and
photographers specials.
For the tram enthusiast
on Sunday 24th April

tem, you should contact your
administrator for details about
upgrading to the latest version
of Acrobat Reader. We do not
guarantee that the document
will view correctly on any other
software.
Copying, printing and distribution
The content, design and style
of this PDF file, referred to as
‘this issue of Tramways Monthly
magazine’ is protected by copyright. All photographs remain

the Snaefell Mountain
Railway will be used as
part of the “Easter Lunch
at the newly refurbished
summit restaurant”.

Seaton Tramway

Driver’s Eye Experience:
Ever thought you would
like to be a tram driver?
Now is your chance.
Together with one of
Seaton’s driving instructors you can drive a tram
from Colyton to Colyford
and return for just £20
per person, including
a souvenir certificate.
Guest passengers cost
£5. Book to avoid disappointment.

24th April 2011
Heaton Park Tramway

Easter Weekend: The
official launch into
service of Heaton Park 7
will take place over the
Easter weekend, featuring a limited TDE on 7
and the first two-car red
and cream tram service
ever!

the copyright property of the
stated photographer. Readers
are permitted to print copies for
their own reading or to provide
to friends/colleagues. But being
a complimentary magazine,
Tramways Monthly must not be
sold by any means, printed or
electronic. All our back issues
are freely available from http://
www.tramways-monthly.com
and our PDF files may be passed
onto interested parties, at no
charge, in either a printed or
electronic format.
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Editor Jack Gordon brings you a multitude of tramway miscellany as the pole is
swung and the seats are turned. Until next time!

All Change!

Metrolink destination blind for sale! Tramways Monthly ‘Last Weekend’ tram tours 2011
A Manchester Metrolink destination blind (And casing!) has
appeared for sale on the popular online auction site ‘eBay’ recently - the latest tram item to appear on the site following the
‘tram’ that was contained within these pages last month!
The blinds were used on the Metrolink system until as
recently as last year, when they were updated to the more
modern electronic displays that are now commonplace across
UK trams and buses.
The blind comes with its entire metal enclosure, which
includes the metal housing, glass window, wiring loom, flourescent tube, electric motors and drive gears - for changing the
destination displayed. A number of different locations are
featured on the blind, and they can be seen on the full listing at
http://j.mp/metrolink-blind.
At the time of writing, the current bid for the blind stands at
£56 with three days to go; it ends on the 7th April.

Website
of the Month
As part of my “All Change!” section, I’m going to start featuring

a website or weblink every month that I find whilst I am navigating the web think will be of interest to readers. I’d be interested
in hearing feedback as to what everyone thinks of this section,
and also if you’ve come across any web links that may be of
interest to other readers. As ever, please email them to editor@
tramways-monthly.com!
To kick things off, the first site to get a mention here is
“Trams Stop Here”, a WordPress blog written by Roger DuPuis.
Although it is based in America, there is an extremely diverse
array of topics which are written about by the blog’s author both past and present - and should be of interest to anyone
who is interested in trams/trolleys/streetcars/light rail vehicles depending on what you call them!
Recent topics blogged about have included the anniversary of the closure of Rochester’s (that’s the one in America,
not England!) streetcar network, the Heaton Park depot appeal
and the possible movement of the Cenotaph in Manchester.
This list barely scratches the surface of the wealth of information
that is featured on the blog, and will no doubt keep you occupied for horus on end reading through it’s archives!
The site can be found at http://tramsstophere.wordpress.
com - have fun!
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

You will more than likely have seen the multiple references throughout this magazine to our
2011 tram tours over the 5th and 6th November, to mark the very end of the traditional
tramway in Blackpool, before the Supertrams
start operating in Blackpool during Easter next
year.
Over the course of the weekend, we are
holding two tram tours which will feature two
popular Blackpool trams - with the possibility of
more being added if we sell out the available
seats! We would be very pleased to welcome
you aboard the tours, and for you to help us
say Farewell to Fleetwood... Again!
Our first tour is on Saturday 5th November
2011, and commences at 11AM from one of
the loops at the Pleasure Beach. This tour is
entitled “Promenading with the Princess: The
Topless Tour”, and will utlise the unique opentop Balloon 706 ‘Princess Alice’ on a number of
trips along the tramway.
Whilst full details of the itinerary for the
tour are still to be announced - as it will depend on the number of people we have riding
with us - it is expected that the morning will
be spent at the northern end of the system,
exploring the track between Cleveleys or
Thornton Gate and Fleetwood (Ash Street).
We will then head south in the early afternoon
for our crew/lunch break, before then spending the remainder of the afternoon and early
evening exploring the southern end of the
system between Thornton Gate/Cleveleys and
the Pleasure Beach.
The tour will culminate with an after-dark
trip through Blackpool’s world-famous Illuminations from Little Bispham through to the Pleasure Beach, before terminating at North Pier
at 6.30PM, allowing for easy onward travel for
34

tour participants.
Our second tour takes place the day
after, Sunday 6th November - the final day of
traditional tram operation in Blackpool, and
once again commences from the Pleasure
Beach at 11AM. This tour, entitled “Twin Car
Twilight”, is planned to use the ever-popular
Twin set 672+682 on its last EVER runs in Blackpool, prior to joining the National Collection at
Crich next year.
Once again, all of the details are still to
be finalised, but this tour will take on a much
more ‘traditional’ theme, tripping along the
entire tramway throughout with a number of
different workings that are typical of the twin
cars’ lifespan. Workings to Little Bispham, Thornton Gate and Fleetwood (Ash Street) should
be in abundance, and there will be a good
mixture of both motor-leading and trailer-leading runs.
This tour will also culminate with a run
through the Illuminations from Little Bispham,
and will terminate at North Pier at around
5.30PM, allowing participants the time to
stretch their legs and grab a bite to eat prior
to the final service runs using traditional trams
later that evening.
Both tours will also incorporate a number
of photographic stops throughout, and all
participants will be welcome to come and go
from the tours as they please. They will also
recieve a souvenir ticket prior to the tour, and
a souvenir brochure on the day to commemorate the trip and the ‘passing’ of the traditional
tramway.
More information and booking details
can be found on our website at http://tramways-monthly.com/tram-tours-2011.
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Next Time...

Britain’s Light Rail Systems
It’s a trip across the country next time round, with a special pictorial looking
at each of Britain’s light rail systems - the London Tramlink, Manchester Metrolink, Nottingham Express Transit, Sheffield Supertram and Birmingham’s Midland
Metro.

Ian Buck

London’s Transport Museums

Covent Garden

Back in October 2010, Tramways Monthly editor Jack Gordon took a trip to London’s Transport Museum at Covent Garden, home to West Ham 102 and London
284, and the Museum Depot at Acton Town, which is home to Feltham 355 and
London 1025. We take a look at all four of these trams, as well as a number of
other relics of London’s tramways, in the first of a number of features to do with
the Capital’s tramway system.

Jack Gordon

Acton Depot

Only in ‘Tra mways Monthly’ Issue 25 - Out Soon!

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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